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.' . ~'A history more wortlıy of tlıe name than · · 
the different speculations to whiclı we are , 
reduced'by the paucity of our material . 
would give'space to the vicissitudesÖfthe 
human organism . .Jt is.very nai've to claim 
to understand men without knowing what 
s ort Ôf health they' enjoyed." · · · 
Marc Bloch: Feudal Society. 
C~jcago, 1964, Vol. I., p.72 . . 

To say that the study of Ottoman history is in i ts infancy is a truism often 
oyer~ooked by_ prac~tion~Fs tn the field. The :forınıM. study of Ç>ttoman history 
b'egan in the )~io's with--~e publication ·of J . . von Hammer:-Purgstall's ten 
volume oP,us ·entitJ,ed the (/eschichte des Osmanisehen Reiçhe.S: ı This work, 
wl,ıich. pre~e.nted:a Ghroıi~İ9gic~ _ouiline .of ihe-state frorp. jts ~rigins at ~e 'e,nd 
of the tbifteen·~ c:entury ~o~gh the year-177{ Felles pİiıİıaniy upon )3yzanti~e 
ancf Ottoıiiaİı inlperial chroflıcies, the earİiest of the Ottomaİı workS .havlıig. been 
compiled a~ the· ~iıd ~f the fi~ee~th century. _Yon Hamni~r's metpodÔl~gy 

• ~ - • • ,• ~ • • • .• 1 • • • • • • '- .... . • - • • 

consjsted pf eyil}g to rec_~nsi~~ the often conflicting :acco.unts . ~f ey en ts, 
. ' i J ~ .: o • o o " • ' ! 0

' • • • " • .lo J 0 1 ° 

appearing in his sources and stringing them together to form a mqre or less 
comprehensible narrative of the state's political history. This narrative (later 

* Princeton University . , 

J. von Haıniıİer-Purgstall:· Gesclıiclıte des .Osma~iiche~' Refch~s.' 10 Volumes. Peste, 
1827-1835 [Reprinted: Graz, 1963). · · 
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94 Heath W. LOWRY 

supplemented by Zinkeisen's seven volume Gesehiehte des Osmanisehen 
Reiehes in Europa,ı published in the 1840s and based partiallyon Venetian 
sources; Iorga's five volume Geschichte des Osmanisehen Reiches, published 
between 1908-1913)3 and, i. Hakkı Uzunçarşılı's six volume Osmanlı Tarihi,4 
published between 1947-1959), remains the primary source of our 
understanding of even something so basic as th~ chronology of events. · 

If we look at the ensuing chronology as the border of a giant jigsaw 
puzzle, we may deseribe the contributions of scholars in the past half century as 
efforts to fill in the vast tabula rasa which lies. within it. These efforts were 
facilitated by the opening in the early 1950s of the Prime Minister's archives in 
Istanbul, whose collection of over one hundred million documents (of which 
less than 10% are catalogued today) has resulted in successive generations of 
young scholars setting off for İstanbul in search of the enlightenment they are 
assumed to hold. The results of these efforts are little more than the addition of 
a few hundred pieces of the puzzle scattered at random within the borders 
established in the preceding century. While many of these monographs are 
indeed well researched and writt~n. ;ıli too often they stand alone, i.e., they fail 
to connect to other pieces of the puzzle ina meaningful manner. Similarly, as 
many of these studies deal with topics previously unstudied they often are not 
subjected to critica! reviews and are simply accepted as fact and unqiıestioningly 
cited by other scholars. 

In short, we know very little about Ottoman history and our knowledge 
tends to decrease the further we move back in time: Bearing .in mind that ev.en 
the basic chronology of events· as set forth by von Hammer et al: was bııSed on 
accounts compiled in ~e sixçeenth ç~nttiry and thereafter, it takes no sn-etch of 
imagination to realize that for the formative period of the fourteenih and 
fifteenth century, even the border o{ the İarger picture is filled Viiili ·gapiİlg 
holes. Similarly, the extant archival documents are, as one would expect, of far 

. . ı .·. 

greater value and scope for the eighteenth and nineteenth century !}lan for ~e 
earlier periods. 

2 

3. 
4 

Johann Wilhelm Zinkeisen: Gesehiehte des Osmanisehen Reiehes in Europa. 7 
Volumes. Hamburg, 1840 & Gotha. 1854-186~. 
N. Iorga: Gesehiehte des Osmanisehen Reielıes. 5 Volumes. Gotha, 1908-1913.
i. Hakkı Uzunçarşılı: Osmanlı Tarihi. 6 Volumes. Ankara. 1947-1959. 
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Bearing these caveats in mind, I have approached the topic of the impact 
of bubonic plague on.life in the Ottoman capital in the following paper on three 
9istinct le'yels. First, in . order to fill the apparent lacunae in the existing 
histoncal narrative, I have attempted to piece togetheı;.a hitherto missing hand 
list of the evidence fropı the contemporary sources on the various outbreaks 
which impacted the state in tlie period under study: Then I have sought to 
interweave the plague data into the better-studied eff~rts by the Ottoman mler 
Mehmed Il., the conqueror of Constantinople, to repopulate his new capital in 
the years between 1453 and 1467. This has been done in an attempt to illustrate 
the extent of the impact of the pestHence on urb~ life. Finally, by focusing 
attention on two particular points in time: the reigıis of Sultan Mehmed II 
(1451-1481) and Sultan Süleyman (1521-1566), I have attempted to address 
the qı.İestion· of chariging Öttoman attitudes vis-a-vis the plague. To the extent 
this latter exercise is successful it will offer up a new explanation to account for 
what appears to be a retrogressive understanding on the part of the Ottomans 
towards plague and its causation. 

· Tracing Ottoman Plague Outbreaks, 1300-1600 

Among the myriad of unstudied topics in the field ·of early Ottoman 
history none is mdre glaring by its absence than ~e question of the impact of 
·the fmirteenth century Black Death and later pandernit j:ılague·outbreaks in 'the 
state during the first three centuries of !ts existence. To say· th~t we know little 
about this· subject would be an overstatement. · W e ·know virtually nothing. 
lndeed, not so much as a single scholarly article has been devoted to the topic. 
No contemporary published work even mentions plague -in the fourteenth 
century, and the only refereJ!ces to it in the secondary lite,:3:ture on the fifteenth 
and sixteenth century are the Encyclöpaedia of Islam entry on 'Istanbul,' 
authpred by Halil İnalcık, where he provide~ a list <idates (without sÖurces) of 
bıo'wn outbreaks in the capital, S anda scattering. of ~entions (again without 
benefit of sources) to fifteenth century outbreaks iİı FraııZ Babinger's Mehmed 
th~ Co~queror and His Time. 6 The sole mono~aph on the subject of plague in 

6 

Halil İn ale ık: "Istanbul,". iİı The Eneyclopaedia of Islam. 2ıid. Ed.ition. VoL Iv {ı..eiden, 
1978), pp. 224-248 [Hereafter: İoalcık, 1978]. For plague, see: pp. 238-239. 
Franz Babinger: Mehmed the Conqueror and His Time. Trans. by W. Hickman. 
Princeton, 1978. pp. 229, 309 & 342 [Hereafter: Babinger, 1978] . . 
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the Ottoman empire, Daniel Panzac's La Pest dans:l'Empire Ottomari; focuses 
exclusively on the years 1700-1850, and its readers sear~h in vain for. ~y 
indication that the scourge of plague had existed in the Ottoi:nan dorriains pıiôr 
to the opeıi.ing years of the eighteenth century .1 

. . . . . ; . ,.. ~ 

A perusal of the most widely used textbooks on early Ottom~ history, 
th~şe . by S tanford Shaw, Halil İmilcı.k, and ~olin Imber, fails to .find any 
mention of plague in the fourteenth-six.teenth century.S Ever1 standard reference 
wçırks in the field, su~h as Speros Vryoİıis Jr.'s 1971 opus'·entit!.ed: :fhe 
Declint; of Medieval Hellenism in Asia Minor and the Process of Islamizatian 
from the eleventh through .the Fifte~nth Century~ ıinq the_ more rec~~~ (1994) 
Cambridge Economic arıd Socia_l History of the Otton:zan Empire, J-J[JÖ_-!.9)4, 
edited by Halil İnalcık with Donald Quataert, virtu.ally jgnore the impact of 
pandemic disease and th~ bubonic pla~e iİı the fourteenth and fifteeiJtJı centlırY 
Ottorrian world.9 · : ' · · · 

Likewise, a survey of the mostrecent publications in the field illustrates 
the extent to which the topic of plague in the fifteenth and sixteenth century 
Ottoman realms r~mains virtually ignored. Two cases in point are: a) the entry 
for "waba'" (Arabiç: epidemic or pestilence) in the prestigious.Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, .when~ the seetion entitled "Tn the ·ottoman Empire". (authored by Daniel 
Panzac) while noting .~at_pl~gueJı~d been ''firmly establi.~hed ~n th~ A,ncient 
World since the mid-141

h century," first cites an outbreakin OttÖman lands of 
1572-89; and, b) the ~ecently p~blished study by Minna Rozen entltl~d:· A 

7 

8 

9 

Daniel Panzac: La Peste dans l'Empire Ottoman, 1700-1850. Leuven, 1985. For an 
excellent study of plague in tJ.ıe ~ab Middle East, see: M.W.. Dols: The Black Death in 
tlıe Midd~e East. _Princeton, 1977 ~ereafter: Dols, 1977]. 

Arranged chronologically these ~or~s incJÜde: Halil İnalcık: Th.e .OtJoman E~pir~: ]Jie 
Classical Age, 1300:1600. London, 1973 [with numerous ·reprints];' Stanford Shaw: 
History of the Ottoman Empire and Modem Turkey. Volııme 1: Empire of the Giızis: 
The Rise and Veeline of th~ Ottoman Empire, f280~1808. Çambridge, 19.~6 [with 
numerous reprints]; and, Colin Imber: The Ottoman Empire, 1300-1650. London, 

. 2002. . . . . . .· '. ":• . . 

There is no reference to the impact of bubonic plague in Speros Vryonis, Jr: .The 
Decl~ne of Medieval Hellenism in Asia Minor and tlıe .Process of 1s/amizationfrom the 

Ele'vent/ı through tlıe Fifteenth Centııry. Berkeley, ı971; and, for the l5th and 16th 
century, only a single mention of an outbreak in 1467 in: Halil İnalcık with Donald 
Quataert: An Economic and Social History of the Ottoman Empire, 13()0-1914. 
Cambridge, 1994. · 
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History of the Jewish Community_ ·in Istanbul: The Formative Years; 1453-
1566, where; in the first İnonograph to specifically address the history' of a· 
particular religious comıniınity in 'tlıe Ottoman capital, Rozen devates 400 pages 
to the cen,tury being addres'sed· in'. the prese~t paper without . sö: much as' 
men~oning the occurreıice of a' single' rifteenth or slxteenth century plague 
outbreale in the Ottoıiıan ~apitaJ.lO ' .. : ' 

, , . · Jnterestingly, the ~o le .English language work to e~en suggest that plamı.~· 
was a factor in the early Otto:nian period İs the 1916 study by Herbert Adains. 
Gibbons which argues that Ottoman growth at ~e expeiıse of Byziıntilım may 
be partiaily accounted 'for by the negative impact of the first Black Death 
outbreak, ·that of 1346-1348, and a·series of later recorded outbreaks between 
1348-1431, the very period lı?- -which the Ottomans were experiencing their 
gre~test growth at ~e experıSe of thefr Christian neighbors. He argued (w~thout 
benefit of soı.itce) that as Byzantium's urban population was largely Greek and 
Christian it was therefore more prone to the ravages of plague than the semi: 
namadie Turks, aiıd viewed trus is an ~xplanatory causal factor iıi the empire's 
decline. In so· doiİıg he managed to ignore the fact that even priôr to the arrival 
of the Black:Deatıi; the Ottomaıis were firmly ensconced 1n the ·major westem 
Anatatian cities of B ursa (Pnlsa), İznik (N!caea) and İzmid (Nicomedia)~ ı ı 
three urban centers located firmly astride key Asia Minor trade routes along 
which the plague is known to have traditionally spı:ead.I2 .' . 

. · ·. The~present srudy is in İl~ "way ~ntended tö fiiı the lacunae regarcİ.ing this 
' ' . . ' ( . . . 

topic, but rather.sets itself the· limited task of reviewing w hat little is known of 
fourteeniıı century outbreaks in ' Byzaiıtlum, and then examining the extaılt 
fifteenth and sixteenth century sources in an attempt to come to tefiD:S with the 
impact of plague in the second and third centuries of the· Ottoıiıan state's 

10 

ll 

12 

See the entry for 'waba' by Dan.iel Panzac in 17ıe Eneyclopaedia of Islam, Volume XI. 
Leiden (Brill), 2000. pp. 2-4 [Hereafter: Panzac, 20001; and, Minna Rozen: A Histocu!İ 
the Jewish Community in Istanbul: The Formative Years, 1453-1566. Leiden {Brill), 
2003. 
Herbert Adams Gibbons: The Foundation of the Ottoman Empire: A History of the 
Osmanlis up to the Death of Bayezid I (1300-1403). Oxford, 1916. For plague, see: pp. 
95-96. For the record of plague outbreaks in the region of Bithynia, see: Heath W. 
Lowry: Ottoman Bursa in Travel Accounts. Bloomington, 1993. Pages: 77-79 
[Hereafter: Lowry, 2003b]. · 

Dols, 1977: pp. 42-43 & Lowry, 2003b: .pp. 77-79. 
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existençe. Even this limited task is complicate~ by vi!IDe of the fact that there 
are almost -no contemporary Ottoman chronicles or narrative .sources co vering 
the years 1~99-ÜÖO, and, those few Iate ~~teenfu ~entury c~oİıicle~:ibfq~ 
hav~ survived are, with one exception, comP,letely mute .on the question. of 

ı • • " J .. ~ \.• 

plague. As for the surviying Byzantine s~urces, they too provi.de .littl~ Il').()re 
than the year ~d locations in which outbreaks occ~rred, a fact whiciı '~e 
B yzantinist Donald Nicol ascribes to the ir autho~' s belief that such events w ere 
regarded a.S visitations from God and that there w'as therefore 'little point in 
complaining ab out them.l3 · · · " 

. -
Its silence in regard to th~ :fourteenth century ~~flects the f~ct that I have 

heretofore not encountered any source specifıcally noting its impact on the 
growing Ottoman polity in that era. While the m-eat Black De~th of 1346-P48; 
which is gf!ne~y believed to have swept south from the Crimea, yi_a T!~b~ond 
and Constantinople before striking westward to Marseilles and _the re_st of 
Europe, is known to have wracked havoc .in Constantinople (one westem 
chronicler makes the seemingiy high claim that it killed eight-ninths of the.cit}t's 
inhabitants)~ there is no written recoid of it having affected Qttoman cities .s_~dı 
as Bursa, İznik, or İzmid, 14 even though, from the fact that .Arabic sources . . ' . . . ; 

mention it as having ravaged the coasts of Asia ~or, we may infer ~atit had 
not left the Ottonians untouched. ıs · · :.· . . : :· #. 

Later in the fourteenth century ·the Byzantirie· Short Chronicles recoi:d 
outbreaks in 1361-1362 (Constantinople), 13~3,. 1365 (Crete), 13_74 (Arta), 
1376 (Crete), 1381:-1382 (Pera), 1388-1389 (Crete), 1390-1391, 1398 (Crete) 
• .. . . . . ), .. ı. 1. • • • 

and, 1398-1399 (PelOJ?~nn~sus: Koro n &-Modon). . However, as ®gbt be 
expected, they too are totally silent as to what affect they may ,h~ve haq in 
Ottoman territories.ı6 · · 

13 

14 

15 
16 

DÔnald M. Nicol: The Last Centuries of Byı.antiuin. Second Edition Cambridge, 1993. 
p. 216 [Herecifter: Nicol, 1993J.o 

Nicol: 1993: pp. 216-218 & P. Schreiner: Die byı.aııtinischen Kleinchroniken 
· (Chronica Bzyantina Breviora). Vol. XII/2 Vienna, 1977. pp. 271-272 [Hereafter: 
Schreiner, 1977). See, also: Heath W. Lowry: The Nature oftlıe Early Ottoman State. 
Albaıiy (SUNY Press), 2003 [Hereafter: Lowry, 2003a). · 
Dols, 1977: 'pp. 61-63. 

Şçhreiner, 1977: pp. 290-292, 308, 311, 324, 337, 344 & ~61-362. 
.. 
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This leaves us with the fıfteenth century chrqnicles authored by subjects 
of the states with whom the Ottomans were in contact (primarily Byzantine 
authors such as Doukas, Sphrantzes, & Kritovoulos); plus a seattering of 
notices penned by Italian merchants resident in the Ottoman territdries: ·It 'is 
from this very sparse body of ınaterial that we must attempt to trace the 'series of 
outbreaks and likewise highlight the necessity of any work dealing with ·the 
formative Ottoman centuries to cöme to terms with the questions they pose. 

. :• . . . .. . 

The impact of the Black Death and lat~t plague pandemics, in föurteenth 
and fifteenth century westem Europe has been the subject of nur~er~us studies, 
those of John Aberth, William Naphy & Andrew·Spicer arid Stephen Porter 
being just a few of the more recent.l7 These works are united in one i~portant 
aspect: they all ·basic~y silent in regard to the impact of these outbreaks iri ~e 
Byzantine and Ottoman territories. ~eir silence in this regard stems less·from 
a Euro-centric bias than it does from gaps in the late-Byzantine and early
Ottarnan historiographies: My own·failure to place the ensuing discussion into 
the broader cantext of the far bett~r studied genre of western European plague 
studies stems priınarily from constraints of time· and space rather than an 
ignorance of that body of work. Stated differently, in intent this paper is 
designed to provide the şkeletal fr~ework upon ~hi~h later_s~dies ~y.build, 

rather than to provide 'a ·comparative .discussion of.Elırop_ean and· Ottoman 
reactions to such scouiges. · · · · · _. r; ~ 

Our earliest reference to plague in Ottoman lands is, sornewhat fittingly, 
associated with the greatest ınanmade disaster to strike the state in the ~enth 
century, namely, the invasion of Anatolia in 1402 by the Central Asian 
conqueror T~ur (Tamerl~e). NÖt oniy did this.result in ,the def~at, c~pture 
an~ ultimately the death_ of the fourth Ottoman.ruler, SQ!tan aayezid,.it also 
( according to the Byzantine chronicler Dou.kas) resulted ina plague outbreak_ in 
Anatolia. Doukas relates how in the spring of 1403 "a rdire famine and . 

17 John Aberth: From the Brink to the Apocalypse: Confronting Famine, War, Plague, 
andDeathin the Later Middle Ages. New York,-200l;.William Naphy & Andrew 
Spicer: The Black Death and the History, of Plagues, 1345-1730. Gloucestershire, 
England, 2000; and, Stephen Porter: 17ıe Greai Plague. Gloucestershire, England, 1999. 
For atı interesting revisionist approach which argues that the Black Death was not in 
fact the rat-based bubonic plague, see: S. K. Cohn, Jr.: 17ıe Black Death Tta1!Sfonned: 
Disease and Cıilture in Early Renaissance Europe. London, 2002: See, also: William H. 
McNeill: Plagues and Peoples. New York, 1976. · : 
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pestilence struck all .the.provinces where the feet of the Scythians had 
trodden," ıs thereby indirectly suggesting that the .outbreak originated in the 
camp.of.Timur's army. As the Timurid forces swept through westem Asia 
~or.in the nionths fallawing the defeat ofBayezid at Ankara, finally stopping 
only at the shores of the Aegean; we may inferthat this outbreak affected all the 
Ottoman lands through which they past. 

· The second recorded·outbreak that of 1416-1417, appears to have been 
concentrated primarily in the B yzantine capital of Constantinople . and i ts 
~nterland: It is o nce again Daukas who records the event and the· fact that it 
clearly struck within the walls of the .Impe~al palate. For thiee of the victims 
of w hat Daukas states w ere the "large nimıbers of the popula'ce who succumbed 
to the bubonic plague, "19 were noiıe other than the Byzantine Empress Anna of 
Russia, Lord Michael the son of the Emperor Manuel II., and the youngest son 
of the iate Ottoman Sultan Bayezid, who, following his father' s death at the 
han ds of Timur, had been raised in the palace of the Byzantine emperor Manuel 
IL These deaths are alsa mentioned in the account of a second Byzantine 
chronicler, George Sphrantzes, who specifically dates the death of the Empress 

.Anna to August of 1417.20 

. Ofparticular interest is the information p~ovided by bo~ _these authors 
linking the plague-precfpitated deathbed canversion to Cliristianity ofBayezid's 
youngest son Yusuf, a tragic figure whose very existence is Uruıoted in the later 
Ottoman chronicle tradition.21 Daukas deseribes the fate of Yusuf in the 
following long passage: 

18 

19 

"Bayazid's eldest s~n. who was included among the hosiages . 
handed over by Sulayınan to Emperor Manuel, was relea5ed with 

· his . sister Fatma and reared in 'Prusa [Bursa]. · The other son 
[Yusuf] acquired a passian for Greek learning. He accompanied 
John, the emp'eror's son, to school and there asa student he was . 
introduced to intellectual mattei:s. So ~bsorbed was he by Qı~ love 

Harry J. Magoulias (Ed. & Trans): Decline ~ Fall of Byzantiunı the Onoman Tur/es 
by Doukiıs. Detroit, 1975. pp. 112 [Hereafter: Doukas, 1975]. 

Doukas, 1975: p. 112. . . ... 
20 Marios. Philippides: The Fal/ of the Byzantine Empire: A Çhronicle by George 

Sphranizes, 1401-1477. Amherst, 1980. p. 24 [Hereafter: Sphrantzes, 1980]. . . . 
21 Doukas, 1975: p. lll & Sphrantzes, 1980: p. 112. 
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of learning when he attended ~chool with John that he came to 
Emperor Manuel and requested to be baptized according to 
Chri~tian law. Daily he professed to the emperor that he was a 
Christian and not ·a·believer in Muhammad's doctrines. The 
emperor did not wish to listeii because it might 'cause .scandaL 
Then when the dreaded disease continu'ed .. 'to consume· ana· 
destroy bodies, neither respectiİıg nor sparing any age, it attackeci ~· · · 
Bayazid's adolescertt son [emphasis is mine] The·stricken youth 
seni the fallawing ·message to Emperor John,, 'O Emperôr of the 

· Romans, you who are both master and father to me, my end is 
near. Against my wishes I ıniıst leave everything b.ehind and 
depart for the Heavenly Tribunal. I confe_ss t}ıat I am a Christian 

· aİıd I accuse you of no·t granı;inğ me the eaiiıe.st of faith· and the 
seal of the Spirit. Know •. therefoje, that as_İ miıst die·unbaptized, 
I shall bring accusations against you before tlie J udgiıient Seat of 
the impartial God.' Yielding finally to his plea, the emperor sent · 
for him and as his godfath~r sponsored his baptism. He died the . 
next day. The Emperor buried him with gi-eat honor ina ıİıarble ·· 

- sarcopliagus near the church and w i thin tı:ıe _gate .of ihe Studite 
Mon~tery of the Prodromos. "22 . · · · · 

~ : • . . : ~' . ·. :.. • • • ı • 

101 

This passage ·makes the Ottoman Prince (unnamed in Doukas' account) 
uıiique in three· aspects. First, he·w·as the only .s.cion of the house of Osman 
who is known t~ have heen ~ Hellenopliile educatdi in the classics (İ)oukas 
having reported that he '"acquired·a passion for 'Greek learning';). Second, he 
was·tlie only kıiown member of the Ottoman dynasty to have coriverted fropı 
Islam to Christiinity (a fact which may·wel). account for-his not eveıi being 
nientioned in the iater OttÖman eliToniCle traditföİı): Finaııy; ile wa8 ·th(tfıdt 
merriber of the dynastY ·who is knoWıı to have die~· of the plague in tli~ pe~od 
under study. · · · · 

lt is Sphrantzes who supplies the name ofBayezid's youngest son when, 
in describing. the aftermath of Bayezid' s defeat at the han ds of Timur, he·writes: 
"Bayezid' s five sons - Sulayman, Musa, Isa, Mehmed ·and Yusuf-'arrived in 
Euro pe; Yusuf converted and took the Christian · name ·Deinetrios:' ;:. Lord 
Michael [son of the Byzantine Emperot Manuel m. the prince, :wd.S'bom 'in the 

22 Doukas, 1975: p. 112. 
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city but fell victim to the plague, whic_h also killed the converted Prince 
Demetrios. •'23 

. . . 
The next recorded outbreak of plague ·in Constantinople is repo~ed only 

in the work of.Sphrantz(!s, who .n<?te.s that' in 1420 im outbreakin the city 
cansed the Eıİıperor Man\ıt~l ı;ı to.temporarily transfer his. residence from the 
imperial palace to the monastery of Peribleptos.24 Manuel's· cautiqn in this 
regard may have been induced by the stiİl fresh memory of havin~ lost ~s wife 
three years earlier when plague permeated the confines of the palace. He 
seemingiy felt that the sınaller walled enclosure of the monastery afforded more 
security than the larger palace. . . 

A decade later in 1431 Sphrantzes ncites an outbreak of the plague at 
Patras in the Morea (Greece), and adds the .. fact that '1it claimed numerous 
victims; ıı2s Then nin e years · later the Byzantine Sh ort ·çhronicles record a 
bubonic outbreakin 1440-;l441 in the Peloponnesus.26 · .. 

In his desetiption of the Ottoman ruler Murad Il' s thwaited campaign 
against Belgrade in 1436, Daukas attributes·his faihıre to·conquer the 'strategic 
city to the fact that "he susiained heayy losses of noble.s and serıilınts as· a result 
of both pestilen#al disease and the missiles discharged by the fo'rtress's war 
engines. "27 

Once again, as in the c·ase of the 1403 outbreakin Anatolia, we have a 
causallinkage between a plague outbreak and a military campaign. Factoring in 
the aforementioned references to several early fifteenth century outbre'aks in 
Constantinople, it takes no great str~tch of the ima~nation to. re~ize (with the 
benefit of hindsight not . available. at the time), that it was tiı~ unsanitary, 
crowded conditions, which were found in both milit~ encaınp~~~ts and İarge 
urban c:nters, which provided the necessary fertile coıiditions for_ the spread of 
the highly contagious bubonic plague. 

23 
24 

25 

26 
27 

Sphrantzes, 1980: p. ·22., 
Sphrantzes, 1980: p. 26. 

SphFantzes, 1980: p. 46. 

Schreiner, 1977: p. 459. 
Doukas, 1975: p. 178. 
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In 1455, $e chronicler Doukas; ~ho waıf tn the· service of the. Latin 
family of the Gattilusi, the· Ottoman tributary rolers ofthe Aegean isiahil of . 
Myti.lene (Lesbos), reportshow he traveled as part of a delegation taking·the 
island's arinual tribtite to the Ottonian iuler Mehmed II. They· set 6iıt;jiıst t\vo 
years after the · fall of Constantinople," to fiiıd .. the Sul tari: · · Crossing ' from 
Myti.lene to Gallipoli they then ıriove&norih to Edirne (Adrianople), where they 
learned that Mehmed: · · · 

·: ''w.as m~ving about from place to .pi'ace beca~se of the buboıtic. 
plague. There _was siıch a pestilence in ihe Chers.çmese [the .. · · ı .. 
Thracian peninsula west of the Hellespont]and iİı all of Thrace at 
that time tıi,at many were thrown into the thoroughfares' and left . 
uninterred:' On Ieailı.ing that the ruler was ·sojouming in Philippô~ · 
polis [Filibe], we made our way there. We missed the ruler by · 
two days. ·In order to escape the ·dreadful disease which had also · · 
reached that city, he marched towards the region of Sofia.-'~28 ·· ·- · 

:Here we have noi:rung.less than· the fearles.s conquerof of Co~stan!İriople 
niniıiiig back and forth across the Balkans in ·an attempt to stay one step.ahead 
of a bubonic outbreale Given the scope of the cainage 'describeq by DôUkas it 
is easy to understand his concern. With no know~ cure or antidote, the only 
avenue left was flight. Doukas and his delegation had İıo option·but to follow 
Mehmed n as he crisscrossed European Thrace in an effort to outrun the 
dreaded scourge which was devastating the ·entire region.· This was only the 
first recorded instance of Mehmed's fear of the· plague··keeping·.rum from 
returning to the city. Later, in 1467, 1471, 1472 and_1475, he is alsoknown to 
have fled to various mountainous regions of the Balkans in attempts to:escape 
outbreaks in the capitai.29 · · · j · " • ' . 

rioukas' ·comment that the number-s oi the dead ın the 1455 outbreak were 
such "that many were thrown into ihe thoroughfares and left uninterred''30 is a 
poignant reminder of the scope of the devastation wrough~ byJhe dis~~~: 

28 

29 

30 

Doukas, 1975: p. 251. 

Charles T. Riggs (Trans.): History of Melımed the Conque;or by Kritovoulos~ 
Princeton, 1954. p. 222 [Hereafter: Kritovoulos, 1954), & Babinger, 1978: pp. 209, 
329 & 342. . . . 

Doukas, 1975: p. 251. 
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_Ina recent study on the.fıfteenth centuryJ have argued that Me~ed II' s 
desire to reg_ain control of the Aegean is~and of Limnos (Le~os) from the 
Ven~tians in this period sternmed primarily from its being the sole. so~ce of 
wha~ was be_lieved by the Ottomans to be a unique preventative/ciıre for plague, 
the medicinal earth ~own by th~ ancients as Terra Lemnia and by the ltalians 
as T_e"a Sigillata, or SealC?d Earth (the Turkish nametin-i ~ahtum was a ca\que 
on the Venetian).3I No sooner had the peace treaty of 1479 brought an end to 
the long war between Venice and the Porte (1463-1479), thereby reestablishing 
Ottoman control of the island, than Mehmed II sent a ·delegation of doctors to 
Limnos with orders that they locate the site of the ~ecllc~~ earth . . For the 
ensuing four hundred years i ts extraction was closely regulated by the state, and 
the frequency with wliich tablets mail~ frÔı;n 'it were ·incl~ded among the 
precious gifts presented to visiting European envoys leaves J_ittle doubt but that 
generations of successive _Ottoman rulers continued to cons~der it _a,n_effective 
remedy/preventative against the perennial. scourge of plagÜe;~ı As the 
following breakdo~n o·f recorded instances of plague outbreaks d_~ng the 
reign· of Mehmed II (1451-1481) indicates, the ir frequency in the .second half of 
the fifteen~ centUry w~ 'of such ~pidernic propoitions that his concefll to ftnd a 
cur~preventative \yas waiTanted. · · ' 

An ~onymous. ~eek chronicle, detailing events in 1459, relates how 
Mehmed II's campaign in the Morea Q>eloponnesus) was sidetracked when 
plague struck the army near the fortress town of Leontari: "then the Turks could 
not s tay there because the plague fe ll upon them and they even perished from 
hunger. ••33 The following year in 1460 the chronicler Sphrantzes mentipns 
having ,encountered -a plague outbreale both at Meth~ne in .Greece and on the 
Adriatic isiand of Corfu.34 

·In the fifty-.seyen years between 1403 and 1460, the.works of Doukas, 
Şphrantzes, the Byzantine Short Chronicles- and the Greek Anonymous 

31 

32 
33 

34 

.,, 

Heath W. Lowry: Fifteenth Century Onoman Realities: Christian Peasanı Life on the 
Aegean Isiand of Limnos. İstanbul, 2002. see: pp. 153-171 [Hereafter: Lowry, 2002]. · 
Lowry, 2002: p. 169]. 
Maı;ioş Philippid~~: Byzııntium, Eıırope, and th.~ _Early Qttoman. Sultaııs (1373:1513): 
An Anonymous Greek Chronicle of the Seventf!enth Century (Çode;ı; _Barberinus 
Graecus lll). New Rochelle, New York, 1990. p.79. 
Sphrantzes, 1980: pp. 82-84. 
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Chronicle, record no less than nine separate outbreaks of bubonic plague: ı) 

ı 403 in western Asia· Miı:_ıor; ~) ı 4 ı 6-ı 7 in Constantinople and· surrouı:_ı~ng 
areas; 3). ı420 in Constantinople; 4) ı43ı .at Patras .in ·oreece; 5) 1436 at 
Belgrade in Bulgaria; 6) 1440-1441 in the .Peloponnesu.s; 7.) ı455 thı:oughout 
western Thrace and Constantinople (İstanbul); 8) 1459 at.L~ontap in Gr~ec~; 
and, 9) 1460 at Methone in. Greece; Interestingly, ·none of the surviving Iate 
fifteenth century Ottoman narrative accounts mention a single. one of.these 
occurrences.35 Could it have ·been that the frequent outbreaks were so much a 
part of life' for the Ottoman·writers, who, accustomed to a belief in fate where 
p~stilence :vas yiewe~ as ~vinely ordained •. di~ no.t view !hem as fitting events 
to mention in works designed to chronicle the heroic deeds of the House of 
Osman? · .· . · · · 

That this was the case a centuiy later is inferable· from the work of 
Busbecq, a sixteenth.century envoy of the Holy Roman Emperor to the Porte, 
when hereportson Jıj.sattempts in 1561 to gain the permission of the Sultan, 
Süleyman the Magriificent (i520-1566), to teniporarily leave the house which 
he had been assigned in the .capital as plague had already· taken the lives of 
several of his staff. He conveyed·hi~r~quest to Rtlstern paşa, the.'Gr~ğ Vezir, 
who respoı;ıdçd that he wotıld raise the matter with the Sultan and get back to . ~ ' . . . . . . ) . 
him. The.'ri~?~t day he broiıght the follo~ing message fro~ Sultah.SUtley~an: 

# • • • • • • 

35 

36 

'"'what did.İ xrt~an ~d ~hltlıer .did ı thlnk of flyi~g? D,id I not . 
. ,, . . . ..... l \ . - J i • • :; 

know that pestile~c~ . i.~ : God'.s arrow, which does not miss i ts 
appointed mark? Where coiıld I hide so as to be outside its range? 
If he wished me. to be srnitten, no flight or hiding place could ·avail 
me. lt was useless to avoid inevitable fate. His own house at the . . · 
moment . w as not free from plague; yet he remained there. I 

·likewise should do better to remain where I was" 36 

. __ · .. 

Die al[OS11Ulllisclıe Chronik des •Aşıkpaşaz.ade. Edited by Friedrich Giese. Leipzig, 1929. 
[Hereafter:Aşıkpaşazade, 19291; Die altosmanischen Anonymen Chroniken. Edited by 
Friedrich Giese. Breslau, 1922 [Hereafter: Anonymous, 19221; & Die frühosmanischen 
Jahrbücher Des Urudsch. Edited by Franz Babinger. Hannover, 1925 [Hereafter: OiııÇ 
Beg, 1925]. 

Ogier Ghislain de Busbecq: Turkish Letters. Oxford, 1927. pp. 182-183 [Hereafter: 
Busbecq, 19271. · •.. · 
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Busbecq had no recourse but to obey the sovereign's· order, and 
contented himself by writing: "thus I was obliged to remain in that plague
stricken hl?use of death. "37 W i thin a matter of days (but not before several 
more members of his · staff including his personal physidan, William 
Quacquelben, had ·succumbed to the outbreak), the· Ottoman Grand Vezir 
Rüstem Paşa himself died and Busbecq reiterated his plea to be allawed to 
mo ve out of the city to the· new Chief Minister, Ali Paşa. This time his request 
was granted and he moved to the isiand of Prinkipo in the Sea of Marmara 
where he spent the next three months waiting for the outbreak to abate. 

. . 
The silence of the Ottciman writers on this topic was broken only once in 

the fıfteenth ce~tury, ·and tlıen İn regard to what may weÜ have· been ibe most 
devastating bubonic outbreak to strike the Ottoman realın in that era. Recording 
events which occurred in. the Islamic year h: 871 (1467), the chronicler Oruç 
Beğ, commenting on Mehmed ll' s returo from his Albanian campaign, wrote: 

"Sultan Mehmed yine Arnavuda sefer e_tti. Yuvan' Vil~yetine 
tamam milsalıhar iydub gelilb Filibe' da (karar] etti. Ol yıl taun:..i 
ekber oldu. Bir nice gün dörilp Edirneyi geldi. Ondan İstanbula 
varüb karar etti sekiz yüZ yetmiş birinde."38 

·"Once again Sultan Mehmed campaigned in Albania. ~er lie had 
subdued the Province of Yuvan he passed on to Filibe and settled · 
there. In that year there was a great bubonic plague outbreak. 
After staying there some.days he caine to E~irne. From there he 
went to İstanbul and settled down. It was in. 871 [1467]."· · 

If anything, Oruç Beğ's rather laconic comment may have been an under
statement Other observers, including the Byzantiıie chronicler Sphrantzes and 
the Byzantino-Ottoman writer K.ritovoulos provide a depth of detail which 
allows us to comprehend just w hat Oruç Beğ had in mi nd when he mentioned 
the taun-i ekber (great bubonic plague) outbreak. 

Sphrantzes, whose references to earlier outbreaks in the century had been 
confıned to simply recording the fact that plague had struck in a given year 
(1413, 1416, 1417, 1420, 1431 and 1460), pı:ovides greater detail on the 1467 
epidemic: · · '· · . . 

37 
38 

Busbecq, 1927: p. 183. 
Oruç Be~. 1925: p. 126. 
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"In the summer of the same year, the plague overwhelmed 
Constantinople, Adrianpple [Edirne], Kallipolis [Gallipoli], and 
the iınmediate castles, to~ns, ruid villages. ·No outbreale of such 
int~nsity had occurrep for many years. :rtıey say_ fu.at tens of 
tho1:1sands, not merely thousand~, of human beings perished. "39 

107 

Even the tone of Sphrantzes in relating the casualty :figures: "they say that 
tens of thousandS, not merely thousands, of human b_eings perished," suggests 
that he, like Oruç Beğ, was reporting on what tie heard-rather than on what he 
had observed :firsthand. ·· ' · · · · 

This w as_ not the _cas e w ith Kritovoulos, whose çletailed account 
(unparalleled for this or any other outbreale in the fıfteen~ century), leaves no 
doubt in'' the reader' ş n:ilnd that he was reporting on a disaster' w hi ch he had 
experien~ed frrsthand. Ind,ee.d, so leng~y is his des~~ption that he div~des it 
in to' three separate. chapters. ~e begins .w ith a.n introduction in w~ch he n ames 
all of the regions aff~cted: . 

· Telling of the Beginning of the Pestileiıtial Disease 
· and Whence if Caıne 

"During those days, in the middle of the sumnier, a contagious · 
disease struck the . whole region of Thnice' aiıd Macedonia, 
beginning with Thess·aly and its adjabent regions. I do not know 
how it first got to Thrace, but it spread'and contaminated ali the 
cities and districts in the interior and the 'coasts: ·Crossing also 
in to Asia, it attacked and devastated the sliores· of the Hellesporit 
[Gallipoli] and the Propontis [Marmara]; and it went up into the 
interior, to the Brous~ [Burs~] region and all araund there, and as 
far as Galatia [Central Asia Minor], and it even wasted and killed 
people in Galatia itself. "40 

From the· detail he provides we may follow the course of ~e outbr~ale as 
it moved from Thessaly in northem Greece, along the coast of the Aegean and 
through the BalkanS, and theİl crossed into Asia Mfno~. where it affected 
Bithynia and Galatia. Th~t was only a p~e~ble for w hat 'canie next. For the 
plague th~n stru~k th.e city of Constantinople itself wi~-devastatiiıg irİıp.ac~: 

39 Sphrantzes, 1980: p. 89. 
40 Kritovoulos, 1954: pp. 219-220. 
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Showing the. ~re at and Terrible Suffering 

"It was alsa introduced in to 'the·gı;e'at City of Constantinople, and 
I hardly·need to say what iıicredible suffering it wrought ·~ere, 
utterly unheard-of and unbearable. More than six hundred deaths ·. 
a day occurred, 'a mulıitude greater than men could bury, for the're 
were not men enough. For same, fearing the plague, f].ed, ru;ıd 
never came back,' not even to care for their nearest relatives, but 

·• • ' • , • • • .-! 

even turned away from them, although they often appealed to 
them with pitifullamentati.on, yet they abandoned the siçk uncared . 
for and the dead unburied." · · 

"Others were themselves stricken with the plague, and having a· . 
hard struggle with ôeath., and could not help themselves. There · 
were also same wno shut themselves up in their rooms and would . 
allovi no one to conie near them. Many of these died; and 
remained unburied ·for two or three days, often with· nobody ' 
knowing of them. There were often two or three dead, or even 
more, ~uried in _a_ s~gle co~J}. and only one available~ An~ the 
one who taday buried another; ,W<?~ld hirnselt'be buried the next 
day by sameone else." 

... ' . . ·- . . . 
"There were not ynougfı presbyt~rs, or acolytes, or p_riest~ for the · 
funerals ~d buİia.İs çr tJle _funeral chaJlts and p~ayer~, nar .could . , 
the dead be properly int~rr.ed, for the . w arkers gave out _in the . 
process. They had to_ go through the long sununer c;lays without.: · .. 
eating Ç>r drinking; aıid;!fıey simply could not stand it." , , . 

"People di ed, same on the thfrd day, same on the fourtlı; and : . 
sameevenon the sev'enth. ·And the terrible fact was that each day ·_· 
the 'disease giew worse, :spreading among all ages, arid being ·· 
increasİngly widespread. The City was emptied of i ts inhabitants;~ · 
both citizens and foreigners. lt had the appearance of.~ ~own. 

:, · devoid of all hıi,ID.~i beings, same of them dead oı: dying pf the .. ... 
~ 'disease, o the~;·~ 1 have s!lld, le~ving their homes and fleeing, · 

while still otheni 'shut thems'elves into their homes as if 
condemned to die. And theie was great hopelessness and 
unbearable gnef, waiİiİıg and lameritations everywhere. Despair '· · 

. and hopelessness dominated the spirits of all. Belief in providence 
vanished altogether. People thought they must simply bear 
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whatever happened, as though no one 'were presiding over events. 
So did the mystery of the disease.perplex everyone."41 · : 

. ·. ; .. . . . . .. ı ,. :1 
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This seeming eyew!tness account of t!ıe devastation ~qught by. the 1467 
epidemic is followed by .~ eve n mo re poignant description ofthe. symptoms 
w hi ch açcompanied. it,. a,n accbunt , which leaves no do u bt .·but that w hat 
Kritovoulos observed was indeed an outbreale of the bubonic plague: 

,. ! 

As to the Nature of the Disease 

"I shall here deseribe the nature of the disease. At :first the malady 
would gain lodgement somehow in the groins, an~ the symptoms 
would appear there, more or less strong. Then it vigorously 
attacked the head, bringing on. a high fever there, and swellings 
near the convolutions and membranes of the brain, and inflam
mation and reddep.irig of the face. As a result of this, in some it 
brought unconsciousness and deep sleep and diarrhea, while in 
others on the contrary it brought on deliriuro and madness and 
sleeplessness." 

"Then the whole'pain and teiribie ~onditionwould go to the heai1, 
with a buming fever, inflaming.and burriing·up the inner parts, · 
and bringing on most fearful swellings, and cont~ation of all 
the blood, and i ts ruin·. And in consequence of this; severe pains 

·. · and. terrible aches, and the cries of the dying, continuous sharp 
convulsions, hard bre~thing; · bad odors, fearful terror, chills, 
insensibili.ty of the extremiti~s •. and finally death.' Such w as the 
nature of the disease, as it appeared to me, leaving out maıiy of 
the symptoms. "42 

Finally; the author retulns to.·the real. subject of his work, the life of 
Sultan Mehmed n, and ·m~es it clear that the ruler who at the time of the 
outbreak had been camp~~g in Kroues (Albania) had, .by taking a series of 
evasive steps, m·anaged:t6 stay out of the path of the pe~tilence. In describ.ing 
·the aftermath of Mehmed' s unsuccessful siege of tlie heavily fortified city of 
Kroues, Kritovoulos retu!ns to the topic of the plague: 

41 

42 
Kritovoulos, 1954: pp. 220-221. 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 221. 
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"[Mehmed] di~banded the troops and left with the rc;>yal court_.for 
.Byzantium [Constantiriople] ... But since he learned on the .way 
that the who le region· of Thrace and Macedonia and the cities in it 
through which he· had planned to travel were in the grip of the 
plague· and were badly devastated, and that even the great City 
itself w as ·completely under ·the terror and .destruction ·Of it, he 
suddenly .changed his mind, and went to the region of the 
Haemon and upper Moesia, for he found out that this region and 
all the region beyond the HaemoQ w as free of the plague." 

"As he fo und that the country around Nilcopolis and Vidin was 
healthful and had a go o d cli.mate, he spent the en tire autumn there. 
But after a short time he learned that the disease was diminishing 
and that the City w as free of it, for he had , frequent couriers, 
nearly every day,. traveling by swift relays, and reporting on: 
conditions in the City. So-at the beginning of winter he went to 
Byzantium. So closed the 6975th year in all [A.D. 1467], w'tich 
was the seventeenth year of the reign of the Sultan. "43 

Sornewhat strangely Kritovoulos' chrç>nicle breaks off ~t this point. Is it 
possible that J;ıe ~elf fell victim to the very scourge he had been describing? 
While there is no way toconfinn this iqıpressior.ı, it is well within t,h..e realm of 
possibility. For in his seetion entitled: ·'As , to the N ature of the Disease,' in 
which he had given a detailed account of the symptoms· associated with the 
outbreak, he en ds his pass age. by saying ,"such w as the nature of the ·disease, as 
itappeared to me," thereby leaving little doubt that he was indeed·in the city 
during the 1467'bubonic outbreak. 

Here, once again, we have Mehmed n unable to return to his capital in the 
aftermath of a çampaign due to plague. While in 1455 Doukas related h~w he 
had moved from Edirne to ·Filibe to Sofya in a successful attempt to stay ahead 
of its ravages, now, twelve years later, he was forced to autumn in the 
countryside between Nicopolis and Vidin for-the same reason (as. qiscussed 
earlier he would do the same again in 1471, 1472 and 1475 in the course of 
later outbreaks).44 On no less than five occasions, in the twenty years_ from 

43 
44 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 222. 
Babioger, 1978: pp. 299, 309 & 342. 
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1455-1475, the Ottoman nıler w~.forced to delay his re~ tC! his capital at th~ 
end of a campaign season, <;fue to the presenc~ of plague in th~ ci.ty. 
Interestingly, Kritovoulos .İıotes .that while unable to retum hoİne due to th<? 
1467 outbreak, Mehmed II had news of the epidemic's progression relayed to 
him by swift relays of couriers on practically·a d3.ily basis. · > ; 

In terplay Between· ·~lague Outbreaks & Effoits ·at · Repopulation 

To unders~d the full imprint of t.Qese petiodic outbreaks on Mehmed's 
larger agenda we must go . back to Kritovoulos and examirie his extremely 
detailed desetiption of the nıler's efforts at repopulating the city in the preceding 
fourteen years. A thorough reading of Kritovoulos' account of events between 
1453 and 1467leaves little'doubt ·but that the Ottoman ruler Melimed II was 
fixated upon both rebuilding and· repopulating his riew capital Ccinstantinople 
(İstanbul). To corpprehend fully the negative impact of. the ·1467 bubonic 
outbreale (and that of the earlier öne of 1455) on the ruler's plansit is useful to 
juxtapose Kritovoulos' detailed description Öf Mehined's-efforts at repopulating 
the city between 1453 and 1467 with the same author's account of the 
devastation wrought by the 1~67 oıitbr~ak. · 

W e are assisted i~ the fust part. of this reconstruction by Halil İnal~ık' s 
important 1960 article on Mehmed's policies vis-lı-vis the Greek population of 
the city, fn 'which he ~ade extensive (albeit, by no means exhaustive) use of the 
account of the Byzantino~Ottoman chronicler,' Kritovoı.llos of Imbros,45 ·as it 
related to the İuler's ~fforts· at tuming the. ruined shell of Byzantine 
Constantinople once again into the thriving metropolis of Ottoman istanbul hls 
new capital. · · 

·. 
Immediately following the conq~est ön May 29, 14~3, Kritovoulos 

makes it clear that Mehmed' s first aim was to repopulare the city "not me rely as 
it formerly was but mo re completely. "46 As the city' s fırst ~gent he named a 

. certain Süleyman, whom Kritovo~los states he put in charge of everything, 
"but in particuZar over ihe fepdpulaiing of the City" an_d he instnicted him "to be 

' . . 

45 Halil İnalcık, "The Policy of Mehmed ll Toward the Greek Population of Istanbul and 
the Byzantine Buildings of the Citv," in Dumbarton Oaks Papers, Vols. 23-24 (1969-
1970), pp. 231-249 [Hereafter: İnalcık. 1969n01. 

46 Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 83 & İnalcık, 1969/1970: pp. 231-249. 
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very zealous about this matter. ıi47 That this remained a primary concern' ôfiııe 
• • t • • • • 

Ottoman ruler is dear from numer~:ms subsequent passages in this author' s 
work as well. ;i o o ,. ' : o 

• .; • ~ • J • • • 

Writing about events a yeailater he states: , . . ~ " . 

"When the Sultan had captured the City of Constantine, almost his 
very firs~ caı:e was to have the city repopulated .... He-sent an 
order _in the form of an imperial command to every part of hi~. 
realm, that as many inhabitants as posslble be transferred to the 
City,' not only. Christians bu.t also his own-people and mmy of'the 
Hebrews. "48 

o o 

In describing events in 1456, Kritovoulos once again reiterates the 
importance attached by Mehmed ll to ensuring that the city be repopulated: 

"Above all he was solicitous to work for the repeopling of the o 
City and toofill it with inhabitants as it had previously been. He .. 
gathered the m there from all parts of Asia and Europe, and he . ; ..: : 

· transfeı:red theqı with all possible speed, people of all nations, but . o · 
more especially of Christians. So profound was the passion that . 
came int~ his soul for the city and * peopling, and for bringing it 
back to i ts former prosperity. "49 · 

:4· .• 

That the Sultan had a particular.interest in.rebuilding not only the physical 
structure of ~s new capital b_ut also in guaranteeing that it had the inhabitants it 

• • . ~ . • ı . 1: • - .i 

needed is a theme also stressed by the contemporary Ottoman chronicler Tursun 
• . . · - J . • 

Beğ. After describing how Mehqıed initially sought to attract new iqımigrants 
via the promise of free houslııg,' he the n realized that this w as· no guarante~ th~t 
the class of people necessary to revitalize the city's economic life were 
responding to his offer arid changed his tactics. Tursun Beğ writes: 

47 
48 

49 

"Responding to this incentive [the offer of free housing], rich · .... 
and poor people came pouring. in from all over and toôk 
possession of hous{!s_oand mansions. But the group that 
constituted the mainstay of the provinces, namely the gentry or 
the wealthy notables, were reluctant to leave their hometowns 
where they were fully satisfied. But they were made the 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 83. 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 93. 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 105. 
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respondents of an edict issued by an authority which is obeyed 
by the whole world, whereby prominent people cited by name . 
cqme from every city. •'50 _ 

1i3 

-. , . . This passage, w hi ch confirms the account provided .by Kritovoulo~ .cited 
above, in regard to Mehrned's issuing imperial commands to all parts of his 
realm ordering the transfer of his subjects to the city, leaves no doubt but that 
Mehrned had a particular int«?rest in ensuring that his new capital be. adequately 
populated. A year by ye.ar stirv~y of tlie· passages ·in Kritovoulos·· work 
(supplemented by data extra~ted from other contemporary· sources) de~ng the 
steps taken by the rtıler 'in this ·regard is illustrative of the' extent of his c-ôncerns: 

In 1453,. immediately after . the ~onquest he. settled his sh are of the 
captives, tog~ther with their wives and children along tlie shores of the city 
harbor. They. were giyen free houses and exempted· from taxation for an 
unspecified period. Li.kewise.he proclaimed that all those captives ·who had 
paid (or- were· intending to pay) their ransom be settled in the city with their 
families. They li.kewise either had· their. own houses reston~d to them (or were 

-. given othersin their place) and were exempted from taxation.sı ·These steps 
suggestthat the very first .residents of the city were aportion of the Latin and 
Orthodox Christians drawn· from among its pre-conquest residents. · This 
interpretation is strengthened by the contents of a letter.written on August 16; 
1453, whose ltalian authorstates that in the months following the conque.st on 
May 29, 1453, Mehrned II had leveled the fortifıcations of the town of Silivri 
(west of the city on the Sea of Marmara), and those of the Geno~se settlement 
of palata (acrÇ>ss the Golden Horn from the city) and forçibly transported their 
• • ' .,•, ' 52 .,• ,< , • /o • ' .. 

populatio,n.s to I~tanb:ul. . . . . .. . . . . 
j • • •• • ·~ • • • ; • • ' • • .... . 

~' •,). . . . . . 
~() · "Tarih-i Eb·u-1 Feth." Edited by.Mehmeô Aiif, in Tarih-i Osmani Encümeni'Mednuasi

İltıveler (İstanbul, 1330119~ 1). p. 60 [He~er: Tursun Beğ, 191 1). 

51 Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 83.' · 
52 

t • • .• 

N. Iorga: Notes et extraits pour server a 1' histoire des craisades au XV e siecle, Volume 
IV. Bucharest, 1915. p. 67. ' 
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1454 
As noted above, in 1454, he issued an imperial decree under which 

Christians, Muslims and Jews from throughout his realms were transferred to 
the city. Here is the fırst Clear exaınple of sürgün; or forced deportation, being 
usedas aresettiement tooi.53 · ·'.. · 

· ' The contemporaİy Ottoman chronicler, Aşıkpaşazade provides the 
following account ofMehmed's thinking in this regard: 

"And he sent officers to all his lands to announce that whoever 
wished should conie and take possession in İstanbul, as freebold, 
of houses and orchards and gardens, and to whoever came these 
were given. Despite this measure, the city was not repopulated; 
so then the Sultan commanded that from every !and families, poor 
and rich alike, should be brought in by force: And they ·sent 
officers with fermans [Imperial orders] to the Kadıs [Religious 
Judges] and the prefects of every land. And they, inaccordance 
with the fermans, deported [sürgün] and broı.ight in numerous 
families, and to these newcomers, too, houses were given; and 
now the city began to ~ecome populous."54 

.. · 

.. · 

In the same year be ordered that Byzantine prisoners should work and be 
paid wages with which they could sa ve money toward their ransorns. Further, 
that when they had regained their freedom they were to be allowed to li ve in the 
city .~5 

. 1455 

Interestingly, Kritovoulos, in describing events whicıi occurred in i455, 
makes no mention whatsoever of Mehemed's efförts at 'repöpulating 

53 

54 

55 

Heath W. Lowry: '"From Lesser Wars to the Mightiest War': The Ottoman Conguest 
and Transformatian of Byzantine Urban Centers in the Fifteenth Century," in A. Bryer 
& H. Lowry (Eds.): Continuity and Change in Late Byzantine and Early· Ottoman 
Society. Birmingharn, England & Washington, D.C. (19~6), pp. 323-338. See: pp: 
·323-325. . 
Aşıkpaşazade: Tevarih-i Al-i OsmLZn. Edited by 'Ali Bey. İstanbul, 1913. pp. 143-143 
& quoted in İnalcık, 1969-70: p. 241. · · · · 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 93. 
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Const?ntinople. Might this stern from the fact that this was the year ın·which a 
serious plague outbreale struck the capital? Rather than f~cusing on his 
repopulation schemes, the ruler was faced with the loss of many of those very 
individuals he had resettled in the city during the previous two years. 
Kritovoulos, . whose work is designed . to herald the. successes of Mehıned, 
simply chose to ignore both the plague and .the setba~k it had caused his mler' s 
plans. 

1456 

In 1456, he·continued the ,process of repopulating the city by gathering 
people from throughout his state. In so doing, Kritovoulos reports that he was 
particularly targeting Christians. Given the fact that the overwhelming majority 
of his subjects were Christians this was a logical step.56 

1457 

In 1457 he began transferring Triballi (Serbs), Paeonian (Hungarian) and 
Moesian (Bulgarian) peasants by f~rce in large_ numbers and settled them in the 
city's suburbs and surraunding villages. Kritovoulos states that he did so with 
the dua! purpose of wanting to take advantage of the fertile !and surrounding the 
city and thereby provide for the city's fruit and vegetable needs, and also 
because the area was largely uninhabited ~d therefore dangerous to travelers.57 

1458 

In 1458, in the course of a call?-paign against Co~inth ~n the 
Peloponnesus, his troops captured four thousand inhabitants from the town of 
Elis and its environs. Kritovoulos relates that Mehıned sent the men, women 
and children to Constantinople "so as to people all the outskirts of the city. "58 
Later in the same year, · after the city of Corinth had fallen, the Sultan 
demolisbed several of the smail nearby fortress towns which had capitulated in 
the face of the might arrayed against them. Their inhabitants "men, women and 

56 
57 
58 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p.105. 
Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 119. 
Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 133. 
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children, he ·sent to Constaritinople, all unharmed, 'with others from other 
places, so as to people all the suburbs of the city. "59 

59 

60 

61 

Kritovoulos, 1954: pp. 135-136. 

Kritovoulos, 1954: pp. 139-140. 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 140. 
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1460-:-1461-:. 

When even these steps were inaöequate to ıİıeet his needs· he adopted ·a 
policy of trying to_ attract former residerits of the· city to renıfn home: . : 

"Then he sent ·out notices and : orders everywhere through his 
domain in ..t\sia'~d Europethat aıı ·who had)eft Constantinople 
whether as captives or emigrants, either before· its capture or 
since, and were living in other cities, should return from exile and 
settle ~ere." :;· -, 

"For there were·ı::ruıny such iİı Adrianople [Edime];"Philippopolis :. . . 
[Filibe], Gallippli,. and Bursa and other cities, people who had 
been scattereçl through the captuİe of ılı~ city or stili earliei 'and 
who had settled iİı those cities, learned men and men of the most 
useful kinds;··~en wlio·, profiting by th~ir abilit;ies, had in a short 
timesecured a competeİicy and become wealthy. All these, the'n, 
he transferred here, 'ğiving to some o{ theı:p. houses, to others 
building lots in whatever part of the city they preferred, and to stili 
others every s ort• of facility 'and' needed' benefit, most generously . 
for the time being." 62 -:' · · . · . ·· .. -

· . ..Still\ıns~tisfled ·he. Q~c~. ~g~~ reverte_d t~ ~mptyi~g .out towns.in otii~r 
parts. of his re~ ancf..via -~e poli~y of sürgün tranı;ferring th~~ inhabitaılts. t~ 
Constantinople (İstaiıbui)._ Kr;itovoulos reportS that'lıe ~mplo~ed ~s-~ctıc. in 
~e Aeg~an _P,Ürt cities· _of 'Qld' ~d New fioç~s· •. and _on .the Aegean islands of 
Samothrace _and Tha5os: · · · · · · · 

62 
63 

.-: 

"At-the same time he uprooted the people of the two towns of. . " 
Phocea [Foça] in Ionia in A~i~. and settle4 tl)em ~so in.the City. ; .. 
And, he sent ZagaiJOS, . Govemor of .Gallipoli ançl admiral of the 
entire fleet, to, the islands with forty ships. When this man anived ·.·r . 

there, he removed some people of Thasos and Samotlirac~: and . 
settled t.Pem there likewise. So great a lo ve _for ~e City inspired . ... · 
the Sultan' s saul that he wistied to see it again establistied in i ts . :; - · 
former power aricfglory and brilliancy."63 · : 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 148. 

Kıitovoulos, 1954: pp. 148-149. 
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This action h~d the effect of introducing stili anather Latin Catholic 
element in to the evolving admixture of ~e capital' s. inhabitants, i. e.,, the former 
Catholic residents of the. two Genoes~ settJements of old and ne:w. Foça. 

Next, Krito.voulos suggests that ~ehmed was also employing sürgün in 
ı 460-ı 46 ı to h elp achieve his desire of physically rebuilding the city as well. 
When he writes that: "he cilso took care to summon the very best workmenfrom 
everywhere --- masons and stonecutters and carpenters and all sorts of others of 
experience and skill in such matters, "64 he is suggesting that ski.lled workmen 
from throughout the empire were also being forcibly transported to the capital. 

Finally, following anather campaign .. in the Peloponnesus in ı460, 
Kritovoulos reports that: "he [Meiuned m allowed the inhabitants to remain in 
the ir home s and live as organized villages, but. s ome of them he deported, and 
brought to Constantinople. "65 His account is confırmed by Doukas who 
reports that "he transferred about two thousandfamiliesfrom the Peloponnesus 
and resettled the m in the dty. '.'~6 .It is easy to visualize a steady flow of new 
arrivals on what most have been virtually a daily basis moving into the capital. 
In ı460-ı46ı alone the influx consisted of: a) an unspecified number of 
educated and wealthy former residents of the city who had earlier left and 

· settled in various regions (Edirne, Filibe, Gallipoli, Bursa, and other cities), 
who were now forcibly.retumed and resettled in Constantinople; b) the entire 
populations of the cities of Old and New Foça on the Aegean coast were 
likewise forcibİy resetti ed in ~e capital; c) the majority of the iphabitants of the 
two northem Aegean islands of Samothrace and Thasos wete likewise uprooted 
and transported by ship to the city. While the number is unspecified in the 
afore cited passage, ina later one Kritovoulos notes that the "greater part of the 
inhabitants of Thasos and .Samothrace had been transferred to Byzantium 
[Constantinople];"67 d) skilled workmen (masons, stonecutters, carpenters, 
ete.) were likewise gathered tip from throughout the Ottoman territories and 
transporte<:J to the city to assist with its rebuilding; artd, e) finally, up to 2,000 
families from the towns and fortresses of the Peloponnesus who had 

64 
65 
66 
67 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 149. 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 157. 
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surrendered to Mehmed '·s ariny were likewise deported ' and brougbt. to 
Constantinople: · · ' 

·. . 
The cost of all this moveı:neıit was great. Leaving ~ide th~ human cost, 

the outlay of expenses to facilitate the actual tr~sport and resettiement must 
have been immense, e.g., the sending of a fleet of forty ships to transport the 
inhabitants of Thasos and Samothrace. Then there was the negative impact on 
the regions wl:rlch were ~ecimated on behalf ofN:lehmed's efforts to repopulate 
hls. capital . . As ~ cas~ ' i~ point, the two Foças oıi the Aegean coast were 
important Oenoese trade.emporia for .the export of.goods from.Anatolia to t,he 
west. One .can only imagine tJıe loss of ineome from their profitable commerce 
when suçidenly all of their merchants and· traders were packed off to 
Constantinople. 68 · 

1462 
.. M:ehı:iıed's efforts .to repopulate tııe city continued apace iiı 1462. Th~ 

~h!oni~ler ~eports t}ı.~t wheİı not discrissing philosophy with the .Byzaİıtine 
scholar.Geoi:ge A.nıifoiıkis [knoiJ;~utzes]; the ruler: ·" · 

. . .; '. . .. · ... 

·~gave himşelf ane:w to efforts in behalf of the City, taking special 
pains: to increase ı.t.s population and also for Hs general ·· 
beautifying, including everything omamental and useful. He · 
~rected houses of worship, naval arsenals, theaters, marketplaces 
and citlier buildings. In addition, .he introduced. into it all the · 
different trades and crafts, searching in every directian for men 
who knew these and were skilled in them, then bringing them in 
and se ttiing them, sparing no cost or expense for this end. "69 

.: ·:. 

Lat~r that' suıiınıer, aftet fareing the surrender of the Aege·an isiand of 
Mytilene (Lesbos): Krito~oulos teports· that Mehrried left arrangeırients in the 
hands of his Grand Vezir Mahmud Paşa, who: 

68 

69 

"gathered all ths inhabitants of the City, men, women, and · · 
· children, and divided them into three parts. The first part he 

allowed 'to stay m the city and inhabit it, retaining and enjoying . 
' . . ·;. . . 

Kate Fleet: European and Islamic .trade in the early Ottoman.State: The merch'ants of 
Genoa and Turkey. Cambridge, 1999. · · '· · 

Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 177. 
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their own property and paying the c~sto!Dary yearly .tribute. The . 
second he deported to Constantinople aiıd settled there. And the 
third he made slaves and distributed to the soldiers As for the 
other forts and towns'in·the island, he allowed them temporaiily' 
to remain as they were. But later he captured and destroyed some ·''" 

, of them, transferring the men and children and womep. . to . · '· 
· Constantinople. "70 . . 

Now in addition to depopulating the noithem Aegean islands of.ThasO:s . 
and Samothrace, Mehmed II has likewise relocated dany if ıiÇ>t most _ot tfı~ 
inhabitants of Mytilene to Constantinople. Only the inhabitants of Limnos 
(Le mn os j, the fouıth of the noıthern islands, w ere s pirred a similat:fate du e to· 
theii having voluntarily surrendered following the fıiiı of the city in'1453.7l . : '· 

: : 1 •; : ••• 

1463 

Upon his returİı to the capital in early 1463 the chronicler ynites that "the 
Sultan established the Mitylenians in oh e quarter of the Öty. To softıe· he gave 
houses, to others, I and to build houses on, and tô stili otliers; whate~er eİse. thaf' · 
they needed. "72 Clearly, a decade after the fall of Coiıstantiıl6pıe i ts Otto~aiı. 
conqueror was stili engaged (if not obsessed) with:. its· repopulating and 
rebuilding. W ith the same drive w ith which he. had as a twenty-one year old 
determined to conquer the City, the new ruler now spared lıeither expense nor 
effort to ensure that it ~ad a population with all the requisite skills and tiüeı;ıts 
necessary to make it a ~tting c'api~ for his imperial .aıiıbitioiis:· ' ' ' 

1464 

By 1464 Mehmed II was engaged in what was to become the long war 
with Yenice (1463-1479), and his armies struck against Venetian terrÜories in 

~ ~ . . . . .i. ~ • ~ . 

70 

71 
72 

·. ·. 
Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 184 & Lo~. 2002: p. 3. Doukas' chronicle bieaks:off midway 
through the siege of Mytileoe. However, an Italian. versiqo Qf his .wqrk adds the 
information that follciwing' the island's surrender: "a ceiısiis was take;i of ihe 'citizens, 
who were divided between the wo.nhless who stayed belıind, those who were sold at 
public auction, and the remainder, some 10.000. who were transporred to 
Constantinople." Doukas, 1975: pp. 322-3!3, fn. 325. 

Cootra İnalcık, 1969-70: p. 238, see: Lowry, 2002: pp.' 52-5J: · 
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the Pelçıponn~sus. After capturing sever~ to.wns and fertresses !})ei ~':'e4 . 
before the, towri. o.f Argos. Following calls to S\UTend~J, an~ ~avl~g received 
pledges that ~ey woulQ. not be niistr_eated should·they do ·so, .the reside~ts. 

capitulated to the Grand·-,Vezir Mahın,ud _Paşa. O~e .can pnly imag~e- th,e4: 

surprise when Mahmud Paşa : -. '~colonfzed all -of -them- tq Byzaniium 
[Co~tantinople], witfı their wives and children and· all their belongir;.gs, safe 
and unhurt, but the city he razed ıo the ground.'~~3: Aş_şuming;_the r,esipe~ts of 
Argos shared the religion of thelr Venetian rulers· this action on the. part of 
Mahmud Paşa had the effect of introduciiig still yet another ·LatiJi Chiistian 
elemeıit into the admix of peoples previou~ly settled · in th~ cicy .' · Stated 
differently, Musliı:nS, Romaniot Jews, OrthÖdox' Gre~k\::tiristiaiı~ ;·ot~gôriaiı 

. . - ..... .., ' . . . 
Aimenian Christians, and those Latin Catholics brotighr previously ffom Galata 
and the two Foças, were now joined by yet another g'rÖup of surgüned.Latin 
Catholics. O~ce the Aigives had ahi~ed in the capital, Kntovoiııos states:tiiat: . 
"the Suİtan settl'ed all th"e Argives i~' the montiStery of Peribleptos, givin{them' 
also houses. an..d viney~rds aiıdfields. "74 ın'terestingİy, in light-of the bubo~c 
out'Qreiik whicıi ·w'as to deCimate tlie 'citY' s pO:pulatiori 'three years later, ·tiı~se 
involuntary Venetian arrivals were settled in ~d aroUrtd tlie very'mo·mistery in 
which thb Byzantine emperor Manuel II had t3ken refuge ih an a~mpt to flee an 
earlierpiague. ?iıtbreak.iıl 142o)s ~ · .. .. · .·, _' :: "' . 

1465 

. !' .. · . . . . ;_ 

: •. : .... . . ı 

That twelve yearsafter the inltial conquest of the city, in 1465, Mehmed . 
II waş ·~i:ill ·activ~ly concern'ed with its ·rebiiild.ing ariii repopulating.may be 

• ' • • •. . ı . l" ~ • • . • ~ . • 

inferte'd from yet anothet passage in the ··work of Kritovoulos. There; he 
reports that: ;,the Sultari:'sp·~n.i the wi~ter ·i~ ·Byzantiu~ [c'ori.stanti~ô'ple]. 
Among_ other things he · att~nied to the popuZating and rebuilding: and 
beautifYlrig ofthe whole City." .·. · · ; 

For the first time sirice becoming Sul~ fo~n years earlier Mehmed II 
did not campaign·in 1465 . . Instea~. according to our chronicler, he spent the 
summer in Constantinople where "he did npt neglç_çt his efforts for the City,; 
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74 

75 
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that is, for its populace giving diligent care to buildings and improvements. "16 

This passage is of particular interest in that it is the first such not to specifically 
mention the ruler' s repopulating scheme. Can it be that twelve years after i ts 
conqtiest Mehmed n was finally satisfied with his efforts in this regard? That 
this riıay have· been the case is suggested by the fact that the chronicler' s 
desetiption of eveiıts in the next year (1466) li.kewise makes no mention of 
peoples being transferred to the city. 

As indicated by the prece4ing chronÔio&i~aı syn~psis of passages in 
Kritovoulos relating to the efforts by Sultari Mehmed n to repopulate the ·city of 
Constantinople in the firsi fourteen years following its conquest, this was an 
issıie of the greatest CQn~ern to the Qttoman ruler. He spared no expense, .~d 
apparently had little regard for the negative impact his _efforts to repopuiate his 
capitiı.l would have on the rest of his realm. Indeed, it appears as if h~ was 
fixated upon the goal of revitalizing the former Byzantine capital and w iliing to 
do 'whatever was necessary to obtain what he considered to be an appi:opriate 
mix of inhabitants. When he deemed it useful he stripped his provincial capitals 
(including Bursa the c~nter of the state's wealthy silk industry), of their 
merchant classes. On o'ccasion, such as with the Genoese .s~~tlements of old 
and new Foça in Anatolla and the Venetian town of Argosin the Peloponnesus, 
he simply moved all the inhabitants to the city. His objective of achievi.İıg in his 
lifetime a well-populated and fitting capital for his growing empire might well 
have been met were it not for the scourge of plague. · · 

No sooner had he begun his ~fforts at repopulating the city, than his 
resettiement plans were underrnined by the plague outbreak of 1455. Suçli y.ıas 
the .de vastatian wrought by it that Mehmed n ~as fo.r the first .time unable to 
return to his new capital from his J;3alkan campcrlgn and forced to remain for an 
unspecified time maving about the region of present-day Bulgaria i,ı a· 
successful effort to s tay one step ahead of the scourge. Our sole source for this 
outbreak, the Byzantine chronicler Doukas, while not ğiving casualty figures, 
does no te that the deaths were such that it w as iıripossible to bury the dead and 
that bodies were left unburied in the roads. 

As we have seen, in the following decade his e:fforts at repopulating the 
city continued apace and we may conjecture that his apparent zeal in that regard 

76 Kritovoulos, 1954: p. 209. 
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sternmed in some part from the fact that a portion of those initially attracted to 
the city by offers of free housing and those deported by decree (between 1453-
1455) must have perished in (or fled from) the 1455 outbrea](. 

Then twelve years later, just when it must have .appeared that he ·had 
obtained the desired admixture of peoples, the devastating bubonic outbreale of 
1467 struck his capital. The two contemporary observers who provide 
information on the number of victims it claimed (Sphrantzes and K.ritovoulos), 
both suggest that it carried away tens of thousands of those very individuals 
Mehrned n had been so busy transporting to Constantinople throughout the past 
decade. Sphrantzes put the casualties in the "tens of thousands, "77 whereas 
Kritovoulos states that the epidemic in Constantinople itself was responsible for 
"more than six hundred deaths a day,"78 Bearing in mind that he also provides 
a terminus a quo of the "middle· of the summer" for the outbreak,79 anda 
terminus ad quem of the end of autumn (he states that Mehmed n stayed away 
from the ci!)' for fear of the plague un til word reached hini that it had subsided 
at "the beginning of winter), "80 it would seem to have raged for four and a half 
qıonths . . Using his figuı;e of more than six hundred deaths per day it appears 
likely th·at this. parUcular outbreale may have killed between 50,000-75,000 
people in the .c.apital al one. No wonder that Kritovoulos, in ouİ only-known 
eyewitness account, states that 

"The City was emptied of its inhabitants, both citizens and 
foreigners. It had the appearance of a town devoid of all human 
beings, some of them dead. or dying ·of the disease, others, as I 
have said, leaving their homes and fleeing, w hile stili others shut 
thernselves in to their homes as if condemned to die. "81 

In only four months the scourge of the bubonic plague had undone much 
if not all that Mehrned n had striven to accomplish in the preceding fourteen 
years. While, given his character, we may assume that he irnmediately set 
about once again to repGpulate the shell of his capital, this must have been a 
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terrible shock to the Ottoman ruler. All the .time, effort and expense he had 
invested had been swept away by one terrible outbreale of the pestilence. 

While"there is no way (given the surviving sources) to quantify the scope 
of the plague related carnage, one is tempted to conjecture that.the Kritovoulos 
related devastation it wrought among the population of İstanbul may have been 
linked causally to the nature of the inhabitants settled there by ,the ruler. Might 
it be that the bringing together large numbers of peoples:·whose.sense of 
hygiene and health differed, was a contribu~g factor in the spread of the 
outbreak? Stated differently, could it be that mixing resettled peasants aİıd 
resettled urban dwelle~ from small towns.in Anatolla and the Balkans into the 
teeming metropolis of İstan~ul .which stili seemingiy lacked the infrastructure 
necessary to accomınodate the large number of new dwellers (each. with 
different hygienic practices), created the very conditions which such.epidemics 
are known to have thrived in? 

. . 
To comprehend mon~ fully the e!JOrmitY of the devastation wrought by 

these fifteenth century·ptague outbreaks in the Ottoman capital, it is necessary to 
relate the estimates of plague related death to the little that is known about fhe 
city's population in the period under stı.idy. Once agaın·we tiım to the work of 
the Turkish scholar Halil İnalcık, who u titizing ·surviving Ottoman ·docuriientS 
has tentatively put the Iate fifteenth century population of İstanbul at close to 
100,000.82 Using thisasa benchmark, it would appeiu- that upwards of half 
the residents diedin the 1467 outbreak alone. In short, with alarming regularity 
the city's population underwent wide fluctuations due to tlie vagaries of the 
bubonic plague and other·pandeınics. 

- . 
Nor was this the fırst time (or the last time) Me~ed II was to encounter 

the plague hi his new capital. As noted above, earlier outbreaks in 1455 and 
1456 must likewise have bampered his repopulating efforts.83 Then once again 
in 1468-1469 the city. was struck.84 The following year, in 1470, a Genoese 
report filed from Con~tantinople notes that a new outbreale of plague has o~ce 
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İnalcLk, 1978: pp. 238-39 & Lowry, 2003b: p. 72. 

Doukas, 1975: p. 251 & Babinger, 1978: pp. 133 & 146. 
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"again puta halt to trade. "85 N or was there to be any let iıp of the pestilence, as 
in 1471, 1472 and 1475 the disease ravaged the city once agam.86 · 

Sixteenth 'Century Impact of Plague' o.n . isiıin.bul :' ' 
~ . • • j . ·:: ~ • ı : •• ı ' 1 ' 

Clearly the plagu~ in various manifestations 'fas a pere~al scourge in 
the period u nder review and it got no better ~ith. the pa~sage of time. The 
frequency with whlch it struck is impos~iole .to q~antify, becaus.e, as w((_ have 
seen, contempo~ary Ottoman writers tended to ignoı:e many 9f the most 
devastating outpreakS . .Asa case in pQipt we İİıay cite.the very serious outbreilk 
of 150 ı •in the capital, w~ch is known ~~y from a series of Jetters written by a 
Florentine merchant iesident in ~era, a certain Giovanni di ~İaı}cesco Maringhi, 
to his business partner in Florence, Ser Nicolo Michelozzi. The plague (which 
he calls cholera in his first letter) was initially İnentioned in a coınmunication · 
dated August 24, 1501, where Maringhi wrote: · · 

· "The Cholera contiiıues here :[Pe,ra], touching in Constantinople 
also, although ·mostly among the lower classes. W e are alert and·. 
on o ur guard, and 'now the air is cooler, with the approach of 
autumn, we think it will entirely s top, if God so wills."87 

Nine weeks later he returns to the subject in a second Ietter, this one dated 
October 29, 1501,' where he provides further inforıriation on what by that date 
had becoine a serious plague outbreak: . · · · · 

85 

86 

87 

88 

"The pl~gue here ·i1a5 done, and co~tlnueno do, damage enough, , . 
and two of our ·dnip.ers in Pera· have died ·Because we are 
defınitely approaching the heart of winter, we hope iliere will be a· 
decrease of the plague· For some weeks past, this has been one 
of the worst plagues both in Constantinople and .in Pera that I 
have seen since I have been in the country. At the present time 
there. hav~ been ove~ 25,000 deaths. May God: care for our . 

. , good."88 ... ,. . .. ; : ·.· .. · 
·; ._,·,;: -

W. Heyd: Histoire du commerce du Levant au Moyen Age. 2 Vols. Leipzjg, 1885-1886. 
Vol. ll: p. 341. · · · 

Babioger, 1978: pp. 299, 309 & 342. 

G.R.B. Richards: Florentine Merchants in the Age of the Medici:.Carobridge, 1932. p. 
130 [Hereafter: Richards, 1932). · · · · 

Richards, 1932: pp. 140-141. 
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Of parucular in te rest in this letter is Maringhi' s reference to the current 
outbreak as being "one of the worst~' which he has encountered since living in 
Constantinople. In point of fact, Maringhi had only been a resident of the city 
since 1497, i.e., for four years.89 From this reference it would appear that at 
the end of ~e fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth century plazye in the 
Ottoman capital was practically an ann u al event. If Maringhi is to be believed, 
and he was a merchant given to exactİtess in all of his c'ommunications w ith his 
Florentine business associates, this particnlar outbreak had already claimed over 
25,000 lives in the capital alone. Bearing in mind our earlier discussion of 
İnalcık's estimate of the population ofistanbul as close to 100,000 at the end of 
the fifteenth century, the 1501 outbreak may have taken the lives of up to a 
quarter of the residents. · 

Maringhi's third and finalletter mentioning the 1501 outbreak :was written 
on January 14, 1502. He begins it with the following passage: "Th~ plague 
here has ceased completely and does no more damage; but up to now it has 
been disastrous. May God who can help and restore us, send us his grace. "90 .. 

Plague ushered in the sixteenth century for the Ottomans in exactly the 
same manner it had the fifteenth. İnalcık lists eight serious'epidemics reported 
in 1511, 1526, 1561, 1584, 1586, 1590, 1592 (this particnlar epidemic is 
reported to have cl~ed a thousand victims aday), and 1599,91 which stru_ck 
the city in the sixteenth century. To his list w e ._may add the following 
epidemics (for the capital and other areas), which arelistedin Maringhi and the 
Byzantine Short Chronicles: 1501-02 (Constantinople), 1523 (Thessalonica), 
1524 (Crete, Rhodes, Corfu, Zakynthos & Arta), 1581 (Constantinople), and 
1592 (Crete & Çonstantinople).92 Clearly the sixte~nth century saw a 
continuation of the trend of periodic plague outbreaks similar to that seen 
throughout the preceding century. 

Busbecq, the Arnbassadar of the Holy Romiın Emperor, was resident in 
Constantinople at the time of the 1561 outbreak, and, (as discussed earlier) after 
initially being denied permission had fınally obtained leave from the Sultan and 
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fled to the relative safety of the Princes Islands in the Sea of Marmara till the 
plague abated. While there, he was visited by some Germans who belonged to 
the household of the Grand Vezir Ali Paşa. ~n answer to his query as to 
whether ~e plague was aba~ng, he was info?Jled: 

"'Most decidedly,'· one of them replied. 'What, then, is the daily 
death-rate?' lasked, 'About five hundred.' 'Great Heavens!' I 
cried, 'and yet you say that the plague is abating! How many 
deaths were there each day when it was at its worst?' 'As many 
as a thousand or twelve hundred,' he replied. "93 

. . . 
As for the continuati~n of such epidemics in the seventeenth century, one 

has only to exarnine the dispatches of the English envoy, Sir: Th~mas Roe, 
who, during his resideney in the _Ottoman capital, witnessed firsthand a 
devastating bubonic outbreak in 1625. He states that this particular plague 
killed "over 200,000 people in Istanbul alone."94 Bearing i~ nıind that the 
combined populations of İstanbul and Galata never exceeded 400,000-500,000 
in the pre'-nineteenth centUry, this single outbreak may well have resulted in the 
deaths of ?ver half the city' s· inhabitants. 95 · 

The portrait which emerges is one of a city (on~ of the worlds largest),
whose population was in a con.strutt plague-related state of flux. Indeed, were i~ 
possible. to chart the plagu~ caused _fluctlıation_s i~ the city's population ona 
graph it would become apparent that such outbreaks had the affect of 

.· . i. • 

periodicaİly and radically altering the demographics of the Otto:nıan capitai 
' . . 

throughout the period under study. One might well query what, if any, 
. . . " . 

preve~tative measures did the Ottomans come up with in an attempt to thwart 
the periodic ravages cause~fby tqe plague? Th~ answer is: none ~hatSoeyer. It 
was only in the 1830s that they. :finally _adopted a quarantine regime, a p~actice 
which had been in pİace throughout Western Europe for ?ver two hundred 
years.96 This lack of concern clearly discomforted Busbecq, who, during his 
eight year sojourn in the Ottoman capital (1554-1562), survived rrıore than one 
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such outbreak. Iiı an interesting passage, he comments on the sixteenth century 
Ottoman.attitude towards pandemic· disease: : · 

"The T~rks hold ·aıı Öpinion which makes them indiffetent to, · 
though not safe from, the 'plague. They are persuaded that 'the 
time and manner of each man' s deathis inscribed by.Go'd upon · 
his forehead; if, therefore, he is destined to die, it is useless for 
him to try to. avert fate; if he is not so destined, he is foolish to be . 
afraid. And so they handie the · garments and lin~n in ·which 
plague-stricken persons have died, even though they are stili wet ' 
with con~gion of their sweat; nay, they even wipe their fa~es with 
them: 'If,' they say; 'it is God's will that I should die, then die I 
must; if not, it can do me no harm., Thus contagion is spread far.. -
and wide, and sametimes whole f<l;milies are exterıninated."97 · · 

Shifting Ottom~ .. Attitud.es Tow~d. Plague ,• · .· _J . 

What were the official Ottoman views on plague and its causes and ~d 
they change over time? Our attempts to answer these queries are facilitat~~ l?Y 
what our sources allow us to infer at two specific points in time. First, based 
on references in the work of the fifteenth century Byzantine chroniclers Daukas 
and Kritovoulos we are given an insight into the atcltude ofMe~ed ll'in'the 
years between 1451 .and.'1481.'· Then, basea on the 'first-hand obsetvatio.rrs of 
the Arnbassadar of the Holy Roinan Emperor Buzbecq, a resident of İstanbul 
from 1554-1562, we are given the oppo'rtunity to hear (in his own ~oice)' ilie 
views of Sultari Süleyman. ·These riva points in' time, separated,by a·centUtY, 
are the only instances where the extant sources allo.w us gleari any insight iİıt() 
ıiow the rulers of the empire viewed such.pan~e~cs. It is fıo 'coincioeİıce that 
in both cases our sotirces were outsicters looking' at the Ottomaıis, ratl)er· than 

. . . . . -. ~ ·, . . . , 
indigenous voices. · . - . · . · . .... · · 

. . ·, -
. Seemingly, the a!tltude of the Ottoman rulers themselves vis-a-vi;pl,a~t: 

appear to have underione a ıİıajor shiftatsome point in time between 1450 a.İıd 

97 Busbecq, 1927: p. 189. Busbecq knew of w hat he spoke, as in the şpring of 1556, while 
traveling near Adrianople (Edirne) in European Thrace, one of his Turkish attendants 
died of the plague. No sooner had he given up the ghost· than· the re~,alnde! of his 
retinue divided up his clothing, and, despite the remonstrationş of Busbecg and his 
physician about the danger of infection, refused to part with their booty. Two days later 
they began to exhibit symptoms of the plague [Busbecq, 1927: pp. 68-69]. · 
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1550. Recıilling our earlier discus~ion of Mehined ·n· s efforts between 1455-
1475 to escape the ravages of the plague, efforts which included staying away 
from İstanbul for moriths at ·a time when pestilence w as present and moving 
back and_forth through9ut the Balkans in~ success~l effort to. avoid areas 
kn<?wn to .be infected, it would appear that an awarenes's of fl?.e contagious 
nature of the di_se~e. coupled w ith a belief. in free w ili _ ra~er than in a 
preordained divine· plan, was ıpe operative m_eans of describing the fifteenth 
century Ottoman attitude toward such outbreaks. By the mid-sixteenth cent:urJ' 
thi.s desire for and b~lief in self-preserva~on appears to have been replaced by 
th~ .. kind of fatalistic _attitude expressed in Sultan Süleyman's _response to 
Busbecq,_where he stat~d t!!at _there· was no purpose in attempting to flee the 
pl~gue as God's will cannot b~ challengeq and _that one must accept what is 
preordained. What Qaçi transpired between the mid-fiftee~th and mid-sixteenth 
cen~es t~_ac_count for su~h a change in attitude? 

Ina series o(recent·studies I have advançeq the proP,osition ,that the 
conquest of the Arab-world (1516-15.17) should be v1ewed,as a·major turning
point, or._fault-line in Ottoman his.tory.98 Specifıcally, that it was with the 
addiqon of the heartlands of _the older lslarniç-',JIOrld that what had heretofore 
been a very pragmatic, ind~ed,_ latitudinaı:ian society, began ·to shift into ~ 
entity where Islam and its value system, .which had evolved . throughout the 
proceeding eight hundred years, was transplanted onto the Ôttom~ body 
politic. _Earl,ier, in the fırst ~o. h~dred years ofiıs e?Ustence, the_O~om~ state 
had been founded, shaped and ıpatured in the. primarily Christiap ınilieu of 
Byza.Qtine Bithynia and the Christian ~alkans. Prior to the incorporation _of the 
older Islarnic world at the beginning of the sixtee~th century i ts population had 
been overwhelmingly Christian. W ith a deep _sense of pragmati~m the early 
Ottoman rulers had evolved"a system of rule which implicitly ackno.wledge~ 
this fact and accordin,gly_ maqe .little di~tinction bet',V~en its Muslim and 
Christia,n subjects.99 The ruler's commitmen_t to Islarnic orthocioxy iq the 
state'-s formative years was question~ble at best, ıoo a facto~ which made it 
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particularly painless for large numbers of the Christian they ru~ed t~ opt for a 
version of folk Islam which allowed them to m~.ntain. not only m~y of their 
traditional practices but also the ir ~hristian beliefs in a Muslim .guise.. . .. ~ 

Wİth the incorporation ofthe older Islamic states in the• opeıüng ye·ars of: 
the sixteenth century the Ottomans· were rapidly transformed from a people 
possessing a loose version of heterodox Islam 'to the recognized leaders of the 
prernier orthodox Islamic state in the world. Whether their new found 
orthodoxy steinmed from a desire to· distance themselves from the heterodox 
Safavid'state which was rapidly impinging on their eastern borders, or whether 
it was inspired by their new role as guardians of all the holy sites ·of Islam and 
an emerging self image of themselves as leaders of the orthodox faithful; one 
thing is certain: fröm 1517 forward, at alllevels of society, a stricter Ottoman 
adlıerence to the formal tenets of Islam begins to become apparent. 

It was this transformatian which I would suggest resulted in the changiiıg 
attitude on the part of the rtılers toward plague and its causes. As noted above, 
the mid-fifteenth centiıry ·ruler ·Mehıned II's actions infleeing areas where 
plague was known to be allow us to infer that he accepted the idea that it was 
spread by coniagion. Tiıese views were in ~tark contrast to the more ortho'dôx 
Islamic outlook which dlscouraged flight and argued aga:inst the contagious 
nature of plague.ıoı Mehİned's· views were those commonly held in the 
Christian west and, like so many early Ottoman practices, may ·have been 
inherited from his Byzantiıie nefghbors who:were· fully aware'of the contagious 
nature of the disea5e. By coötra5t: ·a centUry later,·his great-grands'oıi Süleyman 
chided Busbecq for being nruve enough to think that·he could escape w hat was 
preordained b'y'God; and p'ointed out that even though his'owri palace was 
plague-ridden at the·moment he had no thought of leaving, for if the Almighty 
desired his death there was no place to flee.ıoı Süleyman's fatalistic ·statements 
could easily have been tittered by an earlier Abbasid Cıiliph or Mamluke ruler, 

· and indicate that Ottoman attitudes had indeed radically shifted in the preceding 
one hundred years. Flight was now scoffed at and the concept of contagion 
totally rejected. In short, the more traditional Islamic views on the subject had 
com e to prevail in the .Otto~an capital as well. 

101 Dols, 1977: pp. 293-296. · 
102 Busbecq, 1927: pp. 182-183. 
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Michael Dols' informative·study on the BlackDeathin Syria and Egypt 
. traces, via a series of plague treatises,-the· manner."in which-the oithodox Islamic 
views on phi:gue had evolved over the centuries. By-thefciurteenth cenrury-and 
following ·considerable debate, the religioiıs · attitüdes towards plague had 
coalesced into three·major tenets:· a) that Muslims-shoiıld -neither enter irito or 
flee from· plague infested areas; b) that plague is a punishrİı'ent for· the infıdel 
non-Muslims anda martyraom·and mercy from God for the Muslim faithful; 
and, c) that there simply was no contagion, i.e., infection. 103 These views, so 
at odds with the actions of Mehmed II :in the second half of the fifteenth 
century, had, a century later, seemingiy been accepted by his great-grandson, 
Süleyman the Magnificent and, as observed by Busbecq, the Ottomans in 
general. When Süleyman (in one of the extremely rare instances in which we 
actually hear the voice of an Ottoman ruler speaking) ebides Busbecq for failing 
to understand that "pestilence is God's will" which meant that if God so desired 
"no hiding place could avail" as it w as impossible .to "av o id inevitable fat e," he 
is explicitly espousing points 'a' and 'b' above. At the same time h~ is 
implicitly ack:nowledging his acceptance of po int 'c' as well. 104 That such 
views were not confined to the palace is apparent from Busbecq's comments on 
the manner in which the populace at large rejected the idea of contagion on the 
grounds "that the time and manner of each man's deathis inscribed by God 
upon his forehead; if, therefore, he is destined to die, it is useless for him to try 

to avertfate,· if he is not so destined, he isfoolish to be afraid."105 

Dols notes that the real importance of the three above stated principles 
was in what they did not affırın: "they did not declare that plague was God's 
punish.ment; they did not encourage flight; and they d.id not support a belief in 
the contagious nature of plague - all prevalent beliefs in Christian Europe." 106 

Clearly, atsome point in time between 1450 and 1550, the Ottomans had come 
to reject the contemporary Western European views on plague in favor of the 
more fatalistic attitude which prevailed in the contemporary lslamic world. 
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As hopefully the present survey has demonstrated, the impact of the 
fı;~quent outbreakş of the. bubonic. and other types .of pla~ejn the Ottoman 
r.ealms is a ,subjeçt Qes~rving of.far more study than that offeı:ed he,:ein .. Uıe 
history of the ~pact Qf panderrüc :disease on the population of the. Ottoman 
Empire in the. fowteenth-sixteenth çenturies is stili to be written. Until it is our 
unqerstanding of Ottoman urban life will be flawed at best. To paraphrase the 
quotation from Marc Bloçh with wiıjch this paper·began: 'An· Ottoman urban 
history more worthy of the name than the different speculations to which ·we are 
reduced by the paucity of our sources .would give space to the· impact of 
pandemic disease. It is very nai've to claim to understand the urban his~ory of" 
mankind without knowing how it w as shaped by disease.' 
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